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frontisi-ducroux françoise, ouvrages des dames: ariane, 
Hélène, Pénélope..., Paris: Éditions du seuil, 2009.

















Mtv cribs, Ja rule [vidéo en ligne]. récupéré le 22 décembre 2014 
de https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duGtxb-Mdos
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LetH Jørgen, the Perfect Human [vidéo en ligne], 1967. 
récupéré le 14 décembre 2014 de https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=W9kls6bMkro



Here is the human.
Here is the human.
Here is the perfect human.
We will see the perfect human functioning. 
We will see the perfect human functioning. 
How does such a number function?
What kind of thing is it?
(...)

now, we will see how the perfect human looks
and what it can do
this is how an ear looks
and here is a pair of knees
and here a foot
another ear
here is an eye
look at this human’s eye
then a mouth, a mouth and another mouth

Look, the perfect human moving in a room
the perfect human can move in a room
the room is boundless and radiant with light
it is an empty room
here are no boundaries
here is nothing



Walking, running, jumping, falling
look, now he falls
how does he fall?
this is how he falls
look, now she lies down
how does she lie down?
this is how she lies down, like this

yes, there he is
who is he?
what can he do?
what does he want?
why does he move like that?
how does he move like that?
look at him
look at him now
and now
look at him all the time
now the music is gone
no more music anymore
the perfect human in a room with 
no boundaries
and with nothing
and a voice saying a few words
this voice saying a few words
look at him now
look at him all the time (...)





stein Gertrude, «regular regularly in narrative», in How to write, 
Mineola: dover Publications inc., 1975, p. 265-269.
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